
Creating an Owned Audience 
With Branded Running Apps

Activewear



Part 1

Several leading running apparel brands have acquired or developed 
popular run tracking apps.
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Map My Run
(Under Armour)

Strava

Part 2

In total, the top run tracking apps serve over 1 million highly engaged North 
American runners on Android that use their app at least once per month. 

This figure does not include iOS.
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Map My Run
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Part 3

Under Armour’s Map My Run App has consistently remained the most 
popular branded tracking app amongst runners, only second to Strava.
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Map My Run
(Under Armour)
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Part 4

Pacer and Strava are the two largest run tracking apps that are not owned 
by running apparel brands.
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Part 5

Adidas’ Runtastic app has its own blog and social accounts (@adidasruntastic) that are separate 
from the @adidasrunning account. Beyond brand building, the Runtastic blog also drives users 

to Adidas’ eCommerce site.
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The Runtastic blog features articles about nutrition, lifestyle, fitness, 
and fashion, but also drives users to Adidas eCommerce site.

Instagram page features a variety of at-home workouts 
for runners from yoga to cardio crushers.

https://www.runtastic.com/blog/
https://www.instagram.com/adidasruntastic/
https://www.instagram.com/adidasrunning/


Part 6

The top articles on the Runtastic blog in July focused on strength training 
and at-home workouts for beginners:
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Benchmark: 1.3K Site Visits

http://runtastic.com/blog/en/the-6-best-exercises-for-a-better-butt
http://runtastic.com/blog/en/the-7-best-bodyweight-exercises-for-your-biceps
https://www.runtastic.com/blog/en/beginner-at-home-workout-challenge/
https://www.runtastic.com/blog/en/resistance-band-exercises/


Part 7

The top performing Instagram posts for Runtastic are carousel videos with at-home 
bodyweight workout plans, typically delivered by an influencer/brand ambassador
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5.8K Eng. | 9.22% ER

4.9K Eng. | 7.78% ER

3.3K Eng. | 5.23% ER

3.2K Eng. | 5.14% ER

Benchmark: 2.25% ER

Carousel video posts feature one workout per slide, and does not require any equipment 
making it easy for any person to replicate at-home.

Runtastic posted a series of influencer posts as part of their 
#TrainLikeYou campaign which promotes being comfortable in your 

own body regardless of shape or size.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CEbH3vRnyUH/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEWLGvnA-bv/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDvWcD-ADwK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEJKZO-gVjG/


From the Branded Running Apps Case Study

Focus Allocation — Run Tracking Apps: Almost every leading running apparel brand owns or is affiliated with a major run 
tracking app. Strava & Pacer Health are the top fitness tracking apps that remain independent.

Tactics — Loyalty & Brand Building With Apps: Over 1 million North Americans use branded run tracking apps every month on 
Android Alone. Leading run apparel brands are leveraging these apps to strengthen their relationship with a dedicated user base.

Tactics — Driving eCommerce With Apps: Adidas’ Runtastic blog and social accounts not only build brand, but feature strong 
CTAs to ‘Shop Adidas’ by visiting Adidas’ eCommerce site. Using run tracking apps and their associated sites, blogs, and social 
accounts to drive traffic to eCommerce is a tactic replicated by several other major running apparel brands as well.

Social Content — At-Home Bodyweight Workout Videos: The top performing Instagram posts for Runtastic are carousel videos 
with at-home bodyweight workout plans, typically delivered by an influencer/brand ambassador. This content type also tends to 
perform best on Instagram for other leading run apparel brands.

Key Takeaways


